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We consider the problem of landing a spacecraft on the Moon, 
assuming that aerodynamic and gravitational forces of bodies 
other than the Moon are negligible, and lateral motion can be 
ignored. Accordingly, the descent trajectory is vertical, and the 
thrust vector is tangent to the trajectory.

Because the spacecraft is near the Moon, we assume that the 
lunar acceleration of gravity has the constant value g = 1.63, that 
the relative velocity of the exhaust gases with respect to the 
spacecraft is constant, and that the mass rate m ' HtL is 
constrained by -m b m ' HtL b 0, where m is constant and gives the 
maximum rate of change of the mass due to burning the fuel.

‡ Mathematical Approach to a Soft Landing
The  problem  is  to  make  a  soft  landing  on  the  surface  of  the  Moon  with  the  minimum
amount of fuel.
Here is a sketch of the system immediately preceding the landing.
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height = hHtLm g
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Following [1, pp. 247–248] and [2], we introduce the following notation and assumptions:

Ë t is time

Ë mHtL is the mass of the spacecraft, which varies as fuel is burned

Ë m ' HtL is the rate of change of mass, constrained by -m § m ' HtL b 0

Ë g = 1.63, the gravitational constant near the Moon

Ë k  is  a  constant,  the  relative  velocity  of  the  exhaust  gases  with  respect  to  the
spacecraft

Ë THtL = -k m ' HtL, the thrust

Ë hHtL is the the height, with hHtL ¥ 0

Ë vHtL = h ' HtL, the velocity

Ë uHtL = m ' HtL, the control function

Recalling  our  assumptions,  aerodynamic  forces  and  gravitational  forces  of  bodies  other
than the Moon are negligible and lateral motion is ignored. Thus the descent trajectory is
vertical and the thrust vector is perpendicular to the ground.
We also suppose that m0 = mH0L = M + F, where M  is the mass of the spacecraft without
fuel and F is the initial mass of fuel; mHtL > M , since as we expect that the spacecraft will
return to Earth, it needs some fuel for takeoff.

‡ Equations of Motion
By Newton’s second law ([3, p. 128] and [2]),

(1)mHtL h '' HtL = -g mHtL+ THtL = -g mHtL- k m ' HtL,

which can be written as a system of equations

(2)h ' HtL = vHtL,

(3)v ' HtL = -g- k
uHtL

mHtL
,

(4)m ' HtL = uHtL,

where k  is a constant. The third equation states that the loss of mass per second (the fuel
burned by the jet per second) is proportional to the thrust of the jet.
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‡ The Optimal Control Problem
Our goal is to minimize the fuel consumption, so the cost functional is

(5)LHh, v, m, uL = -‡
0

b
m ' HtL dt = m H0L-mHbL,

where b is the first time for which

hHbL = vHbL = 0.

Thus the horizon is @0, bD, where b remains to be determined.

In vector form, if xHtL = Hx1HtL, x2HtL, x3HtLL = HhHtL, vHtL, mHtLL, then

x ' HtL = f @x HtL, u HtLD,

 and the problem can be written

(6)

x1 ' = x2,
x2 ' = -g- k x3

-1 u,
x3 ' = u Hdynamics of the motionL,
x1H0L = hH0L,
x2H0L = v0,
x3H0L = M + F Hinitial constraintsL,
x1HbL = 0, x2HbL = 0, x3HbL ¥ M Hfinal conditionsL,
u : @0, bDö@-m, 0D Hu integrable, bounded controlL,
t œ @0, bD, b ¥ 0 Hfinite horizonL,

 and finally,

(7)LHx, uL = -‡
0

b dx3 HtL

dt
dt = x3H0L- x3HbL Hthe cost functional to minimizeL.

From (3) we have that

v ' HtL = -g- k
d

dt
lnHmHtLL,

and by integration over the interval @0, tD, we get that

h ' HtL = -g t - k ln
mHtL

mH0L
+ h ' H0L.

It follows that h ' HbL = 0 if and only if

k ln
mHbL

mH0L
= h ' H0L- g b.

Solving for mHbL,

mHbL = mH0L e
h' H0L-g b

k .
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Now we substitute this into (5) to get

LHuL = mH0L J1- e
h' H0L-g b

k N.

This result was published in [2].

Theorem 1

Consider equation (5) with conditions (6) and (7). Then for some given hH0L,  h ' H0L,
g,  and  k,  the  amount  of  fuel  required  to  stop  the  spacecraft,  that  is,  to  force
hHbL= vHbL= 0, is a strictly increasing monotonic function of the terminal time b.

Corollary 1

Minimizing the terminal time b for equation (5) with (6) and (7) is equivalent to mini-
mizing the fuel consumption.

From here it follows that instead of (7) we can consider the following cost functional 

(8)LHx, uL = ‡
0

b
dt = b to be minimized,

and thus equation (6) with (7) becomes (6) with (8). This is a Mayer optimal control prob-
lem (see Chapter 4 of [4]). 

‡ Necessary Conditions for the Mayer Problem
To  avoid  a  lengthy  discussion,  we  state  a  short  version  of  theorem  4.2.i  in  [4].  Let  the
Mayer problem be expressed as

(9)LHx, uL = g Ha, x HaL, b, xHbLL Hcost functionalL,

(10)

dx

dt
= f Ht, xHtL, uHtLL, t œ @a, bD Ha.e. Halmost everywhereLL,

Hdifferential constraintL,
e@xD = gHa, xHaL, b, xHbLL œ B Õ R1+n+1+n Hboundary conditionsL,
Ht, xHtLL œ T, t œ @a, bD Htime-state constraintL,
uHtL œ UHtL, t œ @a, bD Hcontrol constraintL.

A pair HxHtL, uHtLL, a § t § b, is said to be admissible or feasible provided x : @a, bD Ø Rn  is
absolutely  continuous  [5],  u : @a, bD Ø Rm  is  measurable,  and x  and  u  satisfy  (10).  Let  W
be the class of admissible pairs Hx, uL.  The goal is to find the minimum of the cost func-
tional  LHx, uL  over  W,  that  is,  to  find  an  element  Hx*, u*L œ W  such  that
-¶ < LHx*, u*L § LHx, uL  for  all  Hx, uL œ W.  We introduce the  variables  p = Hp1, …, pnL,
called multipliers, and an auxiliary function HHt, x, u, pL, called the Hamiltonian, defined
on T µU µRn by
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HHt, x, u, pL = ‚
i=1

n

pi fiHt, x, uL.

We define

MHt, x, pL = inf
uœUHtL

HHt, x, u, pL.

More assumptions are necessary:

1. There  exists  an  element  Hx*, u*L œ W  such  that  -¶ < L@x*, u*D § L@x, uD  for  all
Hx, uL œ W.

2. T is closed in R1+n.

3. The set S = 8Ht, x, uL Ht, xL œ T, u œ UHtL< is closed in R1+m+n.

4. f œ C1HS, RL.

5. Notation:

fit =
¶∂ fi
¶∂t , fix j =

¶∂ fi
¶∂x j

, Hx j =
¶∂H
¶∂x j

= ⁄i=1
n pi fix j , Ht =

¶∂H
¶∂t = ⁄i=1

n pi fit, Hp j =
¶∂H
¶∂p j

= f j.

6. The graph 8Ht, x*HtLL a § t § b< of the optimal trajectory x*  belongs to the interior
of T.

7. U does not depend on time and is a closed set.

8. The end point eHx*L = gHa, x*HaL, b, x*HbLL of the optimal trajectory x*  is a point of
B, where B possesses a tangent variety B '  (of some dimension k, 0 § k § 2 n+ 2),
whose vectors are denoted by

h = 8t1, x1, t2, x2<, x1 = 9x1
1, …, x1n=, x2 = 9x2

1, …, x2n=,

or by

h = 8dt1, dx1, dt2, dx2<, dx1 = 9dx1
1, …, dx1

n=, dx2 = 9dx2
1, …, dx2

n=.

Theorem 2

Assume these eight hypotheses and let Hx* u*L be an optimal pair of the Mayer prob-
lem (9) and (10). Then the optimal pair Hx*, u*L necessarily has the following properties:

(a) There is an absolutely continuous function pHtL= Hp1, …, pnL such that

dpi
dt

= Hxi@t, x*HtL, x* ' HtLD, i = 1, …, n, t œ @a, bD Ha.e.L.

If dg is not identically zero at e@x*D, then pHtL is never zero in @a, bD.

(b)  For  almost  any  fixed  t œ @a, bD  (a.e.),  the  Hamiltonian  (as  a  function  depending  only
on  u)  takes  its  minimum  value  in  U  at  the  optimal  strategy  u* = u*HtL,  that  is,
M@t, xHtL, pHtLD= H@t, xHtL, u*HtL, pHtLD, t œ @a, bD (a.e.).
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(c) The function M HtL= MHt, xHtL, pHtLL coincides a.e. in @a, bD with an absolutely continu-
ous function and

dM

dt
=

d

dt
M@t, xHtL, pHtLD = Ht@t, xHtL, uHtL, pHtLD, t œ @a, bD Ha.e.L.

The Hamiltonian and the equations for the multipliers to (6) and (7) are

H = p1 x2 + p2 I-g- kx3
-1 uM+ p3 u = Hp1 x2 - p2 gL+I- p2 kx3

-1 + p3M u,

p1 ' = 0, p2 ' = - p1, p3 ' = p2 k x3
-2,

so that p1 = c1, p2 = -c1 t + c2, 0 § t § b, where c1 and c2 are constants.

For - p2 k x3
-1 + p3 > 0, the minimum of H is attained with u = 0, and then

H = p1 x2 - p2 g.

This corresponds to free fall for the spacecraft.

For - p2 kx3
-1 + p3 < 0, the minimum of H is attained with u = -m, and then

H = p1 x2 + p2I-g- kx3
-1 uM+ p3 u = Hp1 x2 - p2 gL- I- p2 kx3

-1 + p3M m.

Thus we find that the control function u takes only extreme values 0 and m.

If on an interval @t1, t2D we have that u = 0, and hence 

x1 ' = x2, x2 ' = -g, x3 ' = 0, p3 ' = 0,

then for t œ @t1, t2D, we have

x3HtL = x3Ht1L,

x2HtL = x2Ht1L- gHt - t1L,

x1HtL = x1Ht1L- H1 ê 2L g Ht - t1L
2 + x2Ht1L Ht - t1L.

In this case, Hx1, x2L describes an arc of a parabola of equation

x1 = -0.5 g-1 x2
2 + cx2 + d, with x2 < 0.

If on an interval @t1, t2D we have u = -m, and hence

x1 ' = x2, x2 ' = -g+ k m x3
-1, x3 ' = -m,

then for t œ @t1, t2D, we find

x3HtL = x3Ht1L- mHt - t1L,

x2HtL = x2Ht1L- gHt - t1L- k lnA1- x3
-1Ht1L mHt - t1LE,

x1HtL = x1Ht1L+ x2Ht1L Ht - t1L+ kHt - t1L-

0.5 gHt - t1L
2 + k m-1@x3Ht1L+ mHt - t1LD lnA1- x3

-1Ht1L mHt - t1LE.
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Theorem 3

If  all  the  assumptions  in  the  section Mathematical  Approach to  a  Soft  Landing are
satisfied,  t  is  the  time  of  ignition  of  the  engine,  b  is  the  time  of  landing,  that  is
x1HbL= x2HbL= 0, and if the system of equations

x2Ht1L = gHb- t1L- k lnI1- x3
-1Ht1L mHb- t1LM,

x1Ht1L = -Hx2Ht1L+ kL Hb- t1L+ 0.5 gHb- t1L
2 +

k m-1@x3Ht1L+ mHb- t1LD lnI1- x3
-1Ht1L mHb- t1LM,

for b and t1  is solvable, then there exists an optimal pair Hx*, u*L  that solves the optimal
control problem given by (6) and (8).

‡ Program for Soft Landing on the Moon
MoonLanding is a Mathematica program for a soft landing on the Moon. Here h0 is the
initial height, v0 is the initial velocity, mass is the mass of the lander without fuel, fuel
is the initial fuel, g is acceleration due to gravity, k is the relative velocity of the exhaust
gases, and m is the rate of change of the mass by burning. 
The correctness  of  the  results  drastically  depends  on the  initial  values  of  the  variables  z
and g that we use in solving the nonlinear system of equations in the program. 

MoonLanding@h0_, v0_, mass_, fuel_, g_, k_, m_D := ModuleA

8m, z, b, sol, t1, t2<,
m = mass + fuel;
sol =
FindRootA9v0 - g z - g Hb - zL - k Log@1 - Hm ê mL Hb - zLD ã 0,

-0.5 g z2 + v0 z + h0 + Hk + v0 - g zL Hb - zL - 0.5 g Hb - zL2 +
Hm k ê mL H1 - Hm ê mL Hb - zLL Log@1 - Hm ê mL Hb - zLD ã 0=,

88z, 130<, 8b, 200<<E;

t1 = z ê. sol;
t2 = b ê. sol;
x1@t_D := -0.5 g t2 + v0 t + h0;
x2@t_D := v0 - g t;
x32@t_D := m - m Ht - t1L;
x22@t_D := x2@t1D - g Ht - t1L - k Log@1 - Hm ê mL Ht - t1LD;

x12@t_D := x1@t1D + Hk + x2@t1DL Ht - t1L - 0.5 g Ht - t1L2 +
Hm k ê mL H1 - Hm ê mL Ht - t1LL Log@1 - Hm ê mL Ht - t1LD;

Show@8
ParametricPlot@8v0 - g t, x1@tD<, 8t, 0, t1<D,
ParametricPlot@8x22@tD, x12@tD<, 8t, t1, t2<D,
Graphics@8

8
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8

Arrow@88-440, 0<, 8800, 0<<D,
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8
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Text@Style@"v", Italic, 12D0, 8v0, -2000<D,
Text@Style@"hA", Italic, 12D, 840, x1@t1D<D ,
Text@Style@"vA", Italic, 12D, 8x2@t1D, -2000<D,
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MoonLanding@50 000, -150, 2010.51, 719.63, 1.63, 636,
16.5D

P

A

O

h0

v0

hA

vA

h

v

P = Hv0, h0L = H-150, 50 000L

m0 = mass + fuel = 2730.14

k = 636

m = 16.5

A = HvA, hAL = H-352.563, 18 772.9L

This Manipulate lets you vary the parameters in real time.

Manipulate@
QuietüMoonLanding@h0, v0, mass, fuel, g, k, mD,
88h0, 50 000, "intial height h0"<, 5000, 60 000, 1,
Appearance Ø "Labeled"<,

88v0, -150, "initial velocity v0"<, 0, -200, -1,
Appearance Ø "Labeled"<,

88mass, 2010.51, "mass without fuel"<, 1000, 3000,
1, Appearance Ø "Labeled"<,

88fuel, 719.63, "initial fuel"<, 200, 1500, 1,
Appearance Ø "Labeled"<,

88g, 1.63, "acceleration due to gravity g"<, 1, 5,
.01, Appearance Ø "Labeled"<,

88k, 636, "relative velocity of the exhaust gases k"<,
500, 1000, 1, Appearance Ø "Labeled"<,

88m, 16.5, "rate of change of the mass m"<, 12, 20,
.01, Appearance Ø "Labeled"<,

SaveDefinitions Ø True
D
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intial height h0 50000

initial velocity v0 -150

mass without fuel 2010.51

initial fuel 719.63

acceleration due to gravity g 1.63

relative velocity of the exhaust gases k 636

rate of change of the mass m 16.5

P

A

O

h0

v0

hA

vA

h

v

P = Hv0, h0L = H-150, 50 000L
m0 = mass + fuel = 2730.14

k = 636
m = 16.5

A = HvA, hAL = H-352.563, 18 772.9L
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